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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of literature on the application of
inverse methods to building energy data has been published in
the last three decades. These inverse models serve a variety of
purpose such as baseline modeling for monitoring and verification (M&V) projects at monthly, daily, and hourly time
scales; condition monitoring; fault detection and diagnosis;
supervisory control; and load forecasting, to name a few.
Usually, these models have distinct model structures, and
separate models are developed depending on the specified
need. This paper proposes a novel inverse modeling framework
that attempts to unify some of the above application-specific
models by allowing a single model to be incrementally
enhanced. Specifically, we begin by clustering the energy interval data of a building, identifying scheduling day types and
removing any outliers. This aspect of the analysis is described
in the companion paper by Jalori and Reddy (2015). Subsequently, the first level is to identify models for each day type
using daily average values of energy use and climatic variables; this is adequate in many M&V projects. These models
are then extended to hourly time scales by including additional
terms in the model that capture diurnal variations of the
climatic variables and the building hourly scheduling about
the daily mean value; this level is appropriate for M&V and for
condition monitoring. Finally, periodic autoregressive terms
are added to the model to enhance prediction accuracy for
short-term load forecasting, useful for demand response
programs, or for short-term supervisory control. The application of the proposed methodology is illustrated with year-long
data from two different buildings, one synthetic (the Department of Energy medium-office prototype) building and an
actual office building.

Existing buildings account for a significant portion of the
global energy consumption and present a tremendous opportunity to reduce the global energy footprint. The first step
towards identifying this potential is baselining the existing
building’s energy consumption before assessing the impact of
any energy conservation measures (ECMs). This is conveniently done using inverse models that are simple to develop,
require fewer inputs for model identification, and can capture
changes in energy consumption based on changes in climatic
variables and occupancy (ASHRAE 2013). This makes them
easy to use and appealing to building managers for evaluating
any general retrofits, implementing building energy condition
monitoring routines, implementing ongoing commissioning,
and performing short-term load forecasting. Historically, the
field of building energy performance has evolved over the
years and the trends can be broadly classified as the following:
•

Self-help analysis methods: The first wave of tool
development included rather limited and general-purpose building energy analysis methods wherein monthly
utility bills along with some on-site measured data were
used to develop techniques for evaluating building
energy use and informing energy-saving decisions, such
as ECM identification and verification of ECMs after
they have been installed (monitoring and verification
[M&V]).

•

Customized tools and services: The next trend was the
commercialization and customization of the methods
and techniques developed earlier, and these were used
by large energy service companies. However, only large
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•

industries or commercial enterprises could afford these
services.
Big data cloud-based tools: The current trend in the
industry is to leverage the recent evolution in various
fields such as data mining and information technologies,
along with widespread availability of smart meter data,
database storage, and management systems. Data analysis techniques includes methods beyond traditional statistics and involves machine learning and artificial
intelligence techniques that culminate in pre-packaged
solutions that combine years of research and make these
tools available to the mass market via cloud computing.

This paper proposes a unified modeling methodology
that combines various application-specific models to be
combined together and allows a single model to be incrementally enhanced. More specifically, the model can be used for
the following scenarios:
•

•

•

Predicting daily energy consumption of an existing
building post-retrofit to evaluate the potential savings
due to the application of ECMs
Predicting hourly energy consumption of an existing
building for condition monitoring, ongoing commissioning, and fault detection
Short-term load forecasting for utility demand response
management purposes

As a preliminary step to the proposed inverse methodology, the energy interval data has to be clustered for identifying
different day types, removing any outlier data points, and
determining a normalized hourly operational schedule over
each of the day types. The clustering methodology has been
presented and discussed in a companion paper (Jalori and
Reddy 2015).
LITERATURE REVIEW
Inverse statistical modeling is the process of identifying a
predictive model structure and estimates of the model parameters from measured system data. Inverse models could be
steady-state or dynamic models (ASHRAE 2013). Steadystate inverse models would be insensitive to dynamic effects,
such as the thermal mass effects of the building, and may not
perform well for buildings that exhibit such behavior or for
short time steps (such as 15 min or 1 h periods).
Baseline models for M&V
Within the building energy performance domain, a baselining methodology is crucial to verify savings from energy
conservation programs (ASHRAE 2002). The idea is to
develop baseline energy consumption prediction models using
inverse methods from pre-retrofit consumption data, and then
to use these models to predict the energy consumption during
post-retrofit. The difference between the measured and
predicted post-retrofit data thus gives an estimate of the
2

savings achieved. The baseline models are developed using
the monthly, daily, or hourly energy consumption as the
response variable and other parameters of interest as the
regressor variables. There are many issues related to the development of a formal baselining methodology at the wholebuilding level. These issues, along with the related studies, are
briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.
A special ASME journal publication (Claridge 1998)
assembles several papers relevant to building energy analysis
for baseline modeling along with a short introductory historical perspective. The capabilities and uncertainties inherent in
the regression methods, single-variable, multivariate, and
Fourier series models used for baselining purposes are treated,
along with papers on the use of artificial neural networks and
spectral analysis methods. The special issue also includes
papers on data visualizing and the use of graphical summary
indices.
The simplest steady-state inverse models are the linear
regression models to predict average behavior, for example,
the monthly average electricity consumption of a building
based on the monthly average exterior temperatures
(ASHRAE 2002; ASHRAE 2013). The most prevalent
method to model energy consumption of weather-load dominated buildings is to use change point (CP) linear regression
models. The papers by Kissock et al. (1998) and Ruch et al.
(1992) discuss the various functional forms assumed by the
regression models with outdoor dry-bulb temperature as the
sole regressor variable. These models can be enhanced by
using multivariate regression modeling, wherein, instead of a
single regressor or predictor variable, multiple variables such
as internal gain, solar radiation, and humidity ratios are
included. The paper by Katipamula et al. (1998) reviews the
literature on multivariate linear regression models of building
energy use, evaluates and compares their applicability based
on several data sets, and highlights their usefulness as baseline
modeling and in detecting deviations in consumption owing to
any operational change. Nassif (2012) developed single- and
multivariate regression models with and without CPs for estimating energy consumption in school buildings. This study
suggests that including occupancy along with temperature
variable greatly improves the consumption predictions.
Other studies on use of regression techniques for building
energy performance analysis were reviewed by Farouz et al.
(2001), and are especially pertinent to the basic procedures
developed and used for M&V purposes as part of the Texas
Loan Star and Rebuild America programs. These programs
served as a foundation for several other federal and state M&V
programs. ASHRAE (2013) provides a detailed overview of
different types of inverse models and savings determination
methodologies.
Abushakra (1999) proposed a stepwise multiple linear
regression model that depends on one-time site measurements
of certain end-uses and takes into account the daily and hourly
variability in energy consumption. However, the process of
model development involves on-site measurements of energy
AT-15-013
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consumption data for a few weeks. Multiple regression models
may be developed based on different model structures, i.e.,
including different regressors or combination of regressors.
After comparing their results, the best model can be selected
using appropriate statistical or model performance criteria.
The most commonly adopted statistical indices to measure
model performance are the model coefficient of determination
(R2) and the coefficient of variation of the root mean square
error (CV-RMSE). These indices are described and explained
in detail in various statistical text books (Reddy 2011).
Time-Series Modeling and
Short-term Electric Load Forecasting
In time-series analysis, the chronological sequence of the
observations is maintained. Typically it includes capturing the
following elements (Bowerman et al. 2005):
•
•
•

•

Trend, reflecting the long-run growth or decline in a
time-series
Cycle, referring to the recurring up and down movements around the trend levels
Seasonal variations, referring to the periodic patterns
that complete over a given calendar year and repeat
every year thereafter
Irregular fluctuations, corresponding to erratic movements or white noise that follow no recognizable pattern.

The first three components can be captured by traditional
regression methods while the last component is best treated
using stochastic time-series modeling, which involves explicitly treating the model residual errors after removal of the
long-term trend and cycle using regression methods. This
generally leads to higher prediction accuracies, and are especially useful for short-term load forecasting.
Load forecasting is an active area of research. Alfares and
Nazeeruddin (2002) reviewed a number of methods involving
multiple regression, exponential smoothing, adaptive load
forecasting, stochastic time series, autoregressive–movingaverage model with exogenous inputs model modeling, and

neural networks. Short-term load forecasting is useful in dayto-day operations of buildings as it would help building
managers optimize building system operations for better
implementation of utility demand response management strategies.
Seem and Braun (1991) proposed an adaptive method for
real-time forecasting of building electrical demand. They used
a cerebellar model articulation controller model for modeling
the deterministic trend and autoregressive (AR) models for
stochastic time-series models. Different multiple-order
models are identified, which are then evaluated by plotting the
standard deviation (SD) of the residuals, ultimately selecting
the order with the lowest SD. Also, the methodology used is
an adaptive one, i.e., it recursively estimates the AR parameters. The study does not make use of the sample autocorrelation (SAC) and the sample partial autocorrelation (SPAC)
functions to determine the order of the model, as is customary
in stochastic time-series modeling (Reddy 2011).
PROPOSED MODELING METHODOLOGY
As stated previously, the proposed model development
methodology presents a unified model framework for identifying the baseline energy models that can serve multiple
purposes: verifying energy savings from ECMs, condition
monitoring, and short-term load prediction required for utility
demand response programs. Figure 1 presents the basis of the
daily and the hourly energy prediction model structure. The
daily energy portion of the statistical model predicts the average daily energy consumption of the building, while the hourly
portion of the model will predict the delta (or difference)
between the average daily and the hourly energy consumption.
The addition of both portions will result in the prediction of the
hourly energy consumption of the building. Both these models
are the traditional stationary type that involve no lagged terms.
The following sections detail this inverse statistical modeling
methodology.

Figure 1 The figure illustrates how the hourly response values are deduced from the daily average values.
AT-15-013
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Daily/Hourly Baseline Statistical Modeling
Methodology
Regressors in daily and hourly regression modeling
involve climatic variables, i.e., outdoor dry-bulb temperature;
humidity ratio differential, W+ = (W – 0.008)+, as discussed
by Katipamula et al. (1998); and total solar horizontal radiation. Various regression models were identified based on
different parameters and combination of parameters along
with the inclusion of single and multiple CPs. The final model
selected is the one with highest model R2 and lowest CVRMSE index. The identified models assume the following
functional forms:
Ei,j = {Daily Average Energy Prediction}i
+ {Correction for Hour of the Day}j
+ Autoregressive Component

(1)

Where
i
= the index for the day of the year
j
= index for the hour of the day.
The model form assumed above can be used for multiple
purposes. It can be used for predicting daily average energy
consumption and can then be extended, by adding corrective
terms, to model energy consumption for a specific hour.
Short-Term Load Forecasting
Once the hourly regression modeling is complete, the
next step is stochastic time-series modeling based on the residuals of the hourly prediction model. The steps of the process
are shown in the flowchart in Figure 2 along with a brief
discussion of each of the steps.
The first step in any analysis involving time-series analysis is to render the series stationary. As described in the text
by Bowerman et al. (2005), a time series is stationary if the
statistical properties (for example, the mean and the variance)
of the time series are essentially constant through the series; a
plot of data points against time can help us determine if the
time series is stationary. If the n values seem to fluctuate
around a constant mean with a constant variation, it would be
reasonable to believe that the time series is stationary and vice
versa. When nonstationary, one simple way to convert the time
series into a stationary one is by differencing. Bisgaard (2011)
proposes multiple ways by which differencing can be done.
Time series often represent both seasonal and nonseasonal
behavior. In the building energy domain, the energy consumption of the building at any given hour during the day is directly
related to the preceding hours, but also bears a relation to the
same hour on a 24-hour daily cycle. Consequently, we have
evaluated the two following differencing schemes:
zt = yt – yt –1 and

CASE STUDY RESULTS
The clusters obtained in this work’s companion paper
(Jalori and Reddy, 2015) are used to identify the energy
prediction models for the two office buildings. Table 1
summarizes the key features of the two analyzed office buildings, one synthetic (the Department of Energy (DOE)
medium-office prototype [PNNL 2013]) and one an actual
office building. The DOE medium-prototype office building
has a conditioned floor area of approximately 54,000 ft2
(5,000 m2) and the spaces are distributed over three floors. The
actual office building is located in Denver, CO. It has a conditioned floor area of approximately 185,000 ft2 (17,200 m2)
and the spaces are distributed over seven floors. These buildings will hence be referred to as the synthetic office building
(SOB) and the actual office building (AOB). The energy
prediction models for these buildings can be used for enhancement of energy performance and operations analysis of buildings with the availability of energy interval data. Models are
identified and evaluated in two stages: in the first one, models
are identified using the entire data set and important regressors

zt = yt – yt–24

i.e., 1-h lag and 24-h lag. The above methods produce a new
time series, zt, which can be further checked for stationarity
based on the SAC and the SPAC functions. As seen in Figure
3, the time series exhibits correlations with observations at
4

lags 1, 2, 3, …, which are at the nonseasonal level; it also
exhibits correlations with observations at lags 24, 48, 72, …,
which can be viewed as being at the seasonal level. The plots
of the SAC and the SPAC provide insights into the model
order and error structure. Multiple models formed by incorporating different error terms or combination of error terms
are finally evaluated based on the model CV-RMSE index.

Figure 2 Flowchart of the various steps during the identification of AR models.
AT-15-013
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Figure 3

SAC plots reveal the presence of autocorrelation in the time-series data stream. In this case, we detect correlations at
lags 1, 2, 3, …, which are referred to as nonseasonal while correlations at lags 24, 48, … are referred to as seasonal.

Figure 4 Scatter plot of daily energy consumption vs outdoor DBT for the SOB. Such plots helps visually identify CPs in the
data.
Table 1.
S. No.

Office Building’s Summary

Feature

Table 2. Synthetic Office Building and
Actual Office Building—Daily Energy Model CPs

Description
Synthetic Office Building

1

Building type

Synthetic
office building

Actual
office building

Day Type

Cluster Number

CPs, °F (°C)

2

Location

Phoenix, AZ

Denver, CO

Weekdays

1

60.8 and 77.6 (16 and 25.3)

3

Area, ft2 (m2)

53,600 (4,980)

185,220 (17,207)

4

No. of floors

3

6 + lower level

5

Data channel

Whole-building electric

and their combinations are identified; in the second part, the
data is divided into 60% training and 40% testing data sets.
The following sections will summarize the analysis results for
each of the detailed steps described earlier.
CP Identification
Scatter plots for the daily energy consumption versus the
outdoor dry-bulb temperature for the two buildings are generated to visually look for any CPs that should be accounted for
AT-15-013

Actual Office Building
Day Type

Cluster number

CPs, °F (°C)

Weekdays

1

42.9 (6.06)

Weekdays

1

59.5 (15.3)

Sunday

0

56 (13.3)

in the daily energy prediction models. For the SOB, the energy
use during weekdays (Figure 4) exhibits a data scatter that
would require multiple CPs to be identified and included in
model identification. This is akin to the 5P (or 5 parameter)
regression model (ASHRAE 2002). Apart from these, most of
the other clusters identified exhibit a linear trend. The CPs
identified during regression for the daily models of different
clusters in this building are shown in Table 2.
5
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Figure 5 Scatter plot of daily energy consumption vs outdoor DBT for the AOB. Such plots helps visually identify CPs in the
data.
For the AOB, one of the weekdays clusters (Cluster 1) in
this office building exhibits a pattern that is akin to a 5P model
form and would require multiple CP modeling (Figure 5).
Also, one of the Sunday clusters (Cluster 0), exhibits a pattern
similar to a 2P (or 2 parameter) model and would require a
single CP model. The CPs identified for the daily models for
the different clusters in this building are also assembled in
Table 2.
Daily Energy Consumption Model Identification
As described previously, the entire data set was divided
into two parts—training and testing data sets. For each day
type, the daily average energy consumption model form identified from the training set is given by Equation 2:
Ei = a +  kK = 1 {bk · Tdb,i + ck (Tdb,i – X1,k)+ + dk ·

(Tdb,i – X2,k)+ + ek · ( Wˆ i – 0.008)+ + fk · Qsol + gk · Dk}
(2)
Where
i

=

index for day of the year

k

= 1 to K, index for day type

Ei

= daily average energy consumption

Tdb,i

= daily average dry-bulb temperature

X1,k

= CP 1 for any given day type k

6

X2,k

= CP 2 for any given day type k

ˆ
W
i

= daily average humidity ratio potential

Qsol

= daily average total horizontal radiation

Dk

= indicator variable for day type k assuming values of
0 or 1

and a, bk, ck, dk, ek, fk, and gk are the model coefficients.
Note that the coefficient gk is needed to adjust the baseload values of the individual k day types from the grand average baseload value a.
The model coefficients for both the office buildings
modeled in this study can be found in the study by Jalori
(2013). The above model predicts daily average energy
consumption for each of the two buildings. The model statistics for all the identified models are assembled in Table 3.
Looking at the model statistics along with the model predictions and the residual plots, we conclude that the models have
a high model R2 and a fairly low CV-RMSE. Also, the model
CVs calculated for the daily energy prediction model are much
lower than the CVs of the different clusters identified in the
companion paper (Jalori and Reddy 2015). This strengthens
the fact that the wide distributions of the different clusters
were a result of the temperature variations and that the clustering achieved was robust. Finally, the standardized residual
plots (Figure 6) indicate that the residuals are fairly evenly
distributed and that there is no observable structure to the
residuals.
AT-15-013
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Figure 6 Standardized residuals for the daily mode for both buildings (SOB and AOB). The figures indicate that the residuals
are fairly evenly distributed and there is no observable structure to these residuals.
Hourly Energy Consumption Model Identification
The hourly energy prediction models are formulated as
predicting the deviations of the hourly from the average
energy consumption based on the deviations of the hourly
climate regressors. Additionally, the hourly occupancy fractions, which have already been calculated for each of the day
type clusters and are identified in the companion paper (Jalori
and Reddy 2015), are included. This is an important regressor
in the hourly model identification process. For each day type,
the hourly energy consumption model form identified from
the training set is given by Equation 3:
Ei,j = Ei +
 +  kK = 1   k  T db i j +  k .  W i j +  k . Q sol i j +  k . D k   +
.O k  j 

(3)
Where
Ei
Ei,j
Tdb,i,j
Wi,j
Qsol,i,j
Ok,j
Dk
AT-15-013

=
=
=
=
=
=

Daily average energy consumption
Hourly energy consumption prediction
Hourly DBT – Daily average DBT
Hourly humidity – Daily average humidity
Hourly radiation – Daily average radiation
Hourly occupancy fraction for any given day
type k and any given hour j
= Indicator variable for day type k

and , k,  k , k, k, and are the model coefficients.
The model coefficients for both the office buildings
modeled can be found in the paper by Jalori (2013), while the
model goodness-of-fit statistics are assembled in Table 3. For
the SOB, we can conclude that the model has a high R2 while
the CV values are quite high compared to the daily values. This
is to be expected, given the random variations and heat flows
that assume relative importance at this finer time scale. One
week actual and predicted energy consumption during a
winter month (January) and a summer month (July) are plotted
in an effort to explain this phenomenon. Figure 7 reveals that
the model over-predicts during the winter months, while it
under-predicts during the summer months. This can be attributed to the thermal mass effects of the building envelope.
During the winter months, the lower outdoor temperatures
cool the building envelope thus reducing the energy required
for cooling of certain building zones once the building is occupied. In the summer months, the higher outdoor temperatures
heat the building envelope, thereby resulting in extra cooling
requirement during the occupied periods. Ultimately, these
variations between the hourly actual and simulated values
would lead to a higher model CV.
The hourly model for the AOB has a high R2 value but also
has a higher CV. Observing the actual versus predicted energy
for this building, we find that the model is under-predicting
during the winter months at the beginning of the year, while
being accurate in the winter months toward the end of the year.
7
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Table 3.

SOB and AOB—Final Models Summary
SOB
Training Data Set, 60%

S. No.

Model

1

Testing Data Set, 40%

Model, R2

CV-RMSE, %

Durbin-Watson

CV-RMSE, %

WBE_Daily

0.994

3.08

1.7

3.10

2

WBE_Hourly

0.948

14.26

0.635

14.40

3

WBE_Hourly +
AR(1)

N/A

7.32

N/A

N/A

4

WBE_Hourly +
AR(24)

N/A

11.21

N/A

N/A

5

WBE_Hourly +
AR(1) + AR(24)

N/A

7.07

N/A

N/A

AOB
Training Data Set, 60%
S.No.

Model

1

Model, R2

CV-RMSE, %

Durbin-Watson

CV-RMSE, %

WBE_Daily

0.958

5.44

1.91

5.40

2

WBE_Hourly

0.893

10.98

0.895

11.0

3

WBE_Hourly +
AR(1)

N/A

9.21

N/A

N/A

4

WBE_Hourly +
AR(24)

N/A

11.36

N/A

N/A

5

WBE_Hourly +
AR(1) + AR(24)

N/A

8.79

N/A

N/A

This can be attributed to unsystematic changes in the building
operations that the model is not trained to capture. Also,
during the summer months, the model systematically underpredicts which can be attributed to the thermal lag effects
described above. The model predictions are plotted against the
actual whole-building electric (WBE) values and the corresponding residual plots are shown in Figure 8. We thus
conclude that regression models such as these do not quite
capture the peaks and troughs of the diurnal cycles, a phenomenon which has widely reported in the published literature.
This limits the applicability of such models for purposes of
accurately capturing the loads during the peak period when
demand reduction strategies are being investigated.
Finally, the Durbin-Watson statistic for both the models in
Table 3 (SOB—0.635 and the AOB—0.895) indicates that
8

Testing Data Set, 40%

serial autocorrelation is present between the model residuals
and the residual plots exhibit patterns that are attributed to a
thermal lag effect.
Short-Term Load Forecasting
As discussed previously, modeling the systematic
stochastic component of the hourly model residuals can lead
to a model with higher prediction accuracies. In essence, the
residual patterns are treated as an individual series and correlations between consecutive observations on a seasonal and
nonseasonal level are established. As such, this relationship
allows the next residual observation to be predicted, which
when added to the hourly energy prediction increases the overall accuracy. These adjusted models are most suitable for
short-term load forecasting.
AT-15-013
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Figure 7 Actual versus predicted energy consumption (January and July) for the SOB. Notice that the hourly energy prediction
model over-predicts during the winter months and under-predicts during the summer months.

Figure 8 Standardized residuals of daily + hourly models for the SOB and the AOB. The residuals exhibit patterns indicative
of a thermal lag effect, i.e., the presence of serial autocorrelation between the model residuals.
AT-15-013
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Figure 9 Analysis results for the AOB of time series generated from hourly model residuals. The plots reveal that the series
is nonstationary since the actual residuals does not exhibit constant variation around the mean and the SAC function
does not cut off fairly quickly.
Detecting Nonstationarity and Differencing
Plotting the residuals of the hourly model can help us
visually decide on the stationarity of the time series. If the
values seem to fluctuate around a constant mean with a
constant variance, it would be reasonable to believe that the
series is stationary. If not, then we will transform the series by
differencing and re-evaluate this transformed series. Additionally, the SAC and the SPAC functions can be studied to check
for stationarity.
The actual hourly residual time-series plots of the SOB
(found in Jalori 2013) did not exhibit constant variation around
the mean and the SAC and SPAC functions did not cut off
fairly quickly. Hence, it can be concluded that this series is
nonstationary, and so transformations are necessary. The 1-h
10

lag transformed series also did not show constant variance,
and the SAC and SPAC functions did not cut off quickly at the
seasonal and nonseasonal level. It was then logical to evaluate
the 24-h lag transformation. The resulting time series indicated proper residual behavior, i.e., constant variation around
the mean, while the SAC and SPAC died down fairly quickly
both at the seasonal (lags 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on) and the nonseasonal (lags 24, 48, 72, and so on) level. Hence, this transformation was adopted.
For the AOB, the actual time series seems nonstationary;
the 1-h transformation does not exhibit constant variation
around the mean and the SAC function does not cut off fairly
quickly (Figure 9). The 24-h lag transformation also does not
seem to make the series stationary (Figure 10). Finally the
series with both 1-h and 24-h lag transforms (Figure 11) seems
AT-15-013
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Figure 10 Analysis results for the AOB of the series generated by 1-h lag differencing series. The series is not stationary since
the variance is not constant variance and the SAC and SPAC functions do not seem to be cutting fairly quickly at the
seasonal level.
to exhibit proper residual behavior. The SAC and SPAC die
down fairly quickly both at the seasonal (lags 24, 48, 72, and
so on) and the nonseasonal (lags 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on) level.
Hence, this transformation has been adopted for further evaluation.
Error Modeling
The SAC and SPAC of the transformed error series, zt =
yt – yt – 24, exhibits seasonality at lags 24, 48, 72, and so on, and
nonseasonality at lags 1, 2, 3, and so on. Based on this, we have
evaluated three AR models.
•
•
•

model based on lag 1 error term,
model based on lag 24 error term
model based on lags 1 and 24 error term

AT-15-013

The SAC and SPAC can be plotted to check for any
remaining autocorrelations. The final error series prediction
models are as follows:
Zi,j + 1 = 1 · (Zi,j – Zi,j – 1) + white noise

(4)

Zi,j + 1 = 24 · (Zi,j – Zi,j – 24) + white noise

(5)

Zi,j + 1 = 1 · (Zi,j – Zi,j – 1) +
24 · (Zi,j – Zi,j – 24) + white noise

(6)

where 1 and 24 are the model coefficients.
The model statistics are assembled in Table 3. It is clear
that models with both AR(1) and AR(24) terms have the
lowest CV values. After AR modeling is complete, we evaluated the residuals to check for any significant remaining corre11
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Figure 11 Analysis results for the AOB generated with 24-h differencing. The SAC and the SPAC die down fairly quickly both
at the seasonal and the nonseasonal levels, indicating stationarity.
lations. Plots of the SAC and the SPAC functions for the
residuals (Figure 12) do not exhibit any significant correlations both at the seasonal and nonseasonal level. Hence, we
conclude that the AR(1) + AR(24) model accounts for the
systematic stochastic component in the residuals generated
after the hourly energy prediction model.
SUMMARY
This paper proposes a novel inverse modeling framework
which allows a single model to be developed which is a combination of stationary models (daily and hourly) and a timeseries model best suited for short-term predictions. The methodology is described and its application to two case study
office buildings, one the DOE prototype medium-sized office
building (SOB) and the other an actual office building (AOB),
are illustrated. It has been found that the daily energy predic12

tion models are very robust and have high prediction accuracies (low CV values of about 3.1% for the SOB and 5.4% for
the AOB). The CV values for the hourly prediction models are
higher (about 14.3% for the SOB and 11% for the AOB) and
it is shown that this could be due to the stationary models being
unable to adequately model the thermal mass effects of the
buildings which are switched off at night. Such regression
models fail to accurately capture the peaks and troughs of the
diurnal cycles, which limits the applicability of such models
for purposes of accurately capturing the loads during the peak
period when demand reduction strategies are being investigated.
The high CV values at the hourly time scale can be
reduced to some extent by modeling the systematic stochastic
component in the hourly model residuals using AR terms. The
1-h and 24-h lagged residuals were found to be most suitable
AT-15-013
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Figure 12 Analysis results for the AOB of the AR model residuals with both 1-h and 24-h differencing. The SAC and SPAC functions do not exhibit any significant correlations both at the seasonal and the nonseasonal level. Hence, we conclude
that the AR(1) + AR(24) model accounts for the systematic stochastic component in the residuals generated after the
hourly energy prediction model.
and resulted in the lowest CV values (about 7.1% for the SOB
and 8.8% for the AOB). This is likely to lead to high energy
prediction accuracy suitable for such applications as demand
response programs and/or optimal supervisory control of
buildings to minimize energy costs during peak hours. The
acceptability of the general inverse modeling framework
proposed in this paper requires that the approach be evaluated
using a wider sample of actual buildings, preferably different
building types and from different geographical regions.
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